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Editorial 
Restructuring ahead 
The compound semiconductor industry is enjoying a period of strong growth at the moment, but if it is to sustain 
this momentum it is almost certain that industry reorganization and rationalization will have to occur. 
S 
uch a pattern not only reflects the industry’s matu- 
ration into supplying a number of large volume 
markets, but also underlines the increasing global- 
ization of the world economy Both of these factors will 
increasingly bring with them customer demands that 
will dictate fewer, larger and better focussed industry 
players. Modern, multi-national firms not only want to re- 
duce their supplier numbers, but also want these suppli- 
ers to reduce costs and offer more assistance in product 
development.This in turn means that suppliers need to 
focus their attentions on a small number of core activi- 
ties that they can service effectively and build up signiti- 
cant economies of scale. 
At the present time, the compound semiconductor 
industry is mainly composed of small divisions within 
very large electronic companies and small, start-up firms 
that have often evolved out of academia.Already we are 
seeing some restructuring to this framework and it is al- 
most certain to continue. Firstly, the large electronic 
firms are likely to spinoff their semiconductor business- 
es, witness Rockwell with Conexant and Siemens with 
I&neon, to increase their flexibility and market focus. 
Secondly, the smaller, start-ups will increasingly look to 
merge and consolidate to grow their critical mass, as un- 
derlined by the merger of QED Inc and EPI outlined on 
page 4 of this issue. Of course these two trends are also 
likely to be interrelated, so look out for some interesting 
announcements ahead! 
On a different note, I had the pleasure to present the 
annual III-I3 Review ‘Michael Lunn Award’ at the recent 
IPRM’99 conference held in Davos, Switzerland. The 
award, which honours outstanding contributions to InP 
technology and business development, was presented to 
Prof. Jerome Faist, University of Neuchatel meuchatel, 
Switzerland).The award recognized his efforts not only 
in InP compounds, but also his wider efforts in con- 
tributing to the development of quantum cascade lasers. 
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